him from doing any such a thing once, as it is to reason and common sense. Fully five have actually declared and almost all the larger boys among them - they are going off different ways home as fast as they can procure horses.

At Caldwell's Sunday evening tent on their alternation to Raleigh by post and suspect the Tobacco here by June 12th this day. 

I dont know that Mr. Caldwell asked them to come but suppose he did, as it is a matter of great moment and I am sure they are sensible how important it is to be here to offer punishment adequate to the delinquents and to fix in some plan of counteracting the late rebellion by making a jubilee to the public, a deliverance as your Writ may suggest. The crisis is awful and I hope you will come up this evening or early in the morning in the hope of making a Board and some permanent election to counteract this經常 of all strange procedures. At these and other circumstances I wish nothing in a letter. The case involves to which you will hear when you come up.

Respectfully,

[Signature]

Walter Clark

Communicate this fact intelligence to Mr. Branham.

Walter how much it will affect him.